Development of variable pitch factor scanning for multislice computed tomography.
The latest multislice computed tomography (MSCT) scanners permit the chest and abdomen to be scanned continuously. However, conventionally, it has been necessary to perform scanning twice using different pitch factors for the cardiac and abdominal regions. We have developed a new scanning technique known as variable pitch factor scanning, in which the table speed is changed during scanning to obtain continuous images from the heart to the abdomen in a single scan, and have evaluated its physical characteristics. A bead phantom, a comb phantom, and a gold wire placed at an angle were scanned using a 64-row MSCT scanner. The variation in the spatial resolution and continuity of images in the body axis direction because of changes in the pitch factor were evaluated. Because reconstruction taking the cone angle into consideration was employed, the spatial resolution in the body axis direction was unchanged and the continuity of images in the body axis direction was maintained at a certain level even when the pitch factor was changed. Variable pitch factor scanning is a useful technique for obtaining continuous images from the heart to the abdomen in a single scan.